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Where are we now???

- The issue continues to be….absorbance.
  - Great progress
    - One million fold improvement since $t = 0$
  - But, “a bit” more improvement needed
    - Now at $A \approx 1.5 \mu^{-1}$, need $A \approx 0.5 \mu^{-1}$
  - But it gets more and more difficult to improve…
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Be Skeptical of Absorbance Data

- All of the numbers you see are worse than the intrinsic characteristic of the material
  - The polymers are dirty
    - They contain solvent, dirt, impurities
    - Adsorbed organics, bases (t-top!), water, etc.
    - Some of these impurities absorb very strongly
  - Note how materials improve over time….
  - Best data is from gas phase measurements
Technology Transfer

- Monomers are being made in thousands of pound batches!
- Back fill to 193nm formulations to improve transparency??
- First formulations are being scaled up by resist vendors and their suppliers!
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